
Adriatic Sea dec.2009 – jan.2010 
With Talar-sisters.pl

There are many memorable moments in my sailing life, and it will take many hours if I had to report all 
impression, so I chose a few memories to share from this cruise, along the northern Adriatic. We were two 
yachts following, Oceanis 40 (s/y Emozioni) under the command of Gosia Talar and the other one  Oceanis 37 

(s/y Whisper) under the command of Magda Talar and hm – Meduzek, żuchelek   

Follow here some moments, and you will understand, why we sailors do it!
A sailboat, sea water, sun, some good and “bad” knobs of wind, tides, a view to the mountains, towns and a 
company with great people, that’s some of whys.

  



Being there in the right place at the right time… I was on the Emozioni, and I was enjoying “the light” to 
shooting the pictures. On this following image depicts this second boat, Whisper, beautifully sailing on the 
“diamond illuminated” water surface. 

 And us And me

Wake of our yacht And others

Tides, oh yes, we have learned something about. 

   



Frozen ropes in the morning

 

And of course we love to eat

 

And we love “racuszki” made by our Captain Gosia

 

And of course we love to dance

    



And of course we love to sing

  

And we love to talk and have a fun

 

  

Is it you or me who decides?



We are working and we are resting

  

And sometimes we look different

Depending on circumstances, we also can look, so so so sexy



We are visiting places
Trieste, Italy

 This small city has a remarkable location. A most Italian city, it entertains close relations with the adjacent Slav 
and German cultures. I arrived in second Christmas day, so I had to days to enjoy the city before the cruise. 
The weather had got unexpectedly cold, and what has surprised me, that I met so many people walking on the 
streets till late at night. 

The Paza dell’Unitá Molo Audace 

                   
There are many fantastic scruptures around in Trieste, 

                    some showing known people                        and some showing the small matter of live

                      
And Trieste I a city with many small surprises:

   
And the city with respect for some culinary goods

  



Venice

 

Darsena Dell Orologio

Is situated in the heart of Caorle, in the vanity of one of the most attracting historic centres of the Adriatic 
coast. The beautiful marina stands along the homonymous channel which together with other minor channels 
connects Venice to Trieste. Very beautiful atmosphere, graceful play of volumes and colors of the 
architectures, reproducing the spirit of the best lagoon tradition of Veneto. Marinas facilities, fantastic.

   

  



Happy New Year 2010 

 

THE END… NO..

So what now, well the most beautiful moments in life are those that are still to come, said my sailing friend, 
Jimmy Cornell, so I’m looking forward to my new cruises and it feels safe with those “BHP” gloves - 

  A GIFT from my friends 

 dziękuję 

Art. Anna Chacon


